Results of a fully three-dimensional classical trajectory calculation of vibrational energy transfer are presented for the collision of HF(v = I) with HF(v = I) and its deuterium analog. A cross-correlation method, together with quasiclassical trajectories, is introduced to relate the changes in vibrational states of the two molecules to probabilities and rate constants. Multiple collisions are found to make an important contribution to the vibrational energy transfer cross-sections for the present potential surface. Vibrational anharmonicity is shown to decrease .the energy transfer rate constant by a factor of ten, by causing the process to be further from exact resonance. Excellent agreement with experiment is obtained for the HF-HF and DF-DF systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper a quasiclassical trajectory study of the very efficient vibration-to-vibration (V-V) collisional energy transfer for hydrogen fluoride (HF -HF) and deuterium fluoride (DF-DF) is presented. The calculation is fully three dimensional, i.e., with each molecule having three translational, two rotational, and one vibrational degrees of freedom. A cross-correlation method is used to extract state-to-state cross sections and rate constants.
For the past decade or two, there has been increasing use of the quasiclassical trajectory approach for calculating properties of molecular collisions. The classical trajectory method has been reviewed in detai1 1 • 2 and is the subject of much current interest. 3 Quasiclassical trajectories are used in many circumstances where a quantum mechanical approach would be prohibitively lengthy and therefore costly.
There have been a few "exact" numerical quantum mechanical calculations of vibration-vibration energy transfer, 4 -7 all thus far limited to the collinear geometry because of the very large number of open channels that must be included when the molecules are allowed to rotate. Several excellent review articles on the development of vibrational energy transfer calculations are available. a-to Even for the classical trajectory approach, only a limited number of studies of vibrationvibration energy transfer in systems involving four or more atoms have been attempted for other than a collinear geometry. tt-ta For comparison we recall two recent and extensive studies of diatom-diatom collisions. 14 • 15 a>This work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy. b>present address.
Bass and Thompson 14 studied the vibrational relaxation of Cl 2 by HCl and DCl over the temperature range 800-2100 K and the self-relaxation of HCl over the temperature range 1600-2600 K. Their calculation is a fully three-dimensional quasiclassical study employing a semiempirical valence-bond potential energy surface. They were interested in vibrational relaxation due to the V-R, T mechanism and did not try to extract V-V raty constants.
Wilkins 15 in his recently published classical trajectory study of mechanisms of vibrational deactivation in HF calculates both the V-V and V-R, T rates. In later sections of the present paper we discuss the similarities and differences between our calculations and those of Wilkins. 15 There has also been recent work on vibrational relaxation in the HF -HF system using a "classical path" approach. 19 -21 This approach involves treating the translational and rotational degrees of freedom classically (by performing rigid-rotor trajectories). The vibrational degrees of freedom are then treated quantum mechanically by solving the time-dependent "forced oscillator" Schrodinger equation: The intermolecular potential experienced by the vibrations of each HF molecule during the trajectories (of rigid rotors) is used as a time-dependent perturbation on the vibrating molecules. A comparison with these previous results is given later.
The rate of vibrational deactivation of HF has been the subject of considerable experimental study, 22 -24 due to its relevance to the performance of HF chemical lasers. In an HF chemical laser, vibrationally excited HF molecules can be produced by the highly exothermic reactions 22 -24 F+H2-H+HF* (1. 1) or H + F2-F + HF* .
(1. 2) For Reaction (1. 1) there is enough energy to populate vibrational states up to level three, with level two being experimentally the most probable. Reaction (1. 2) is observed to populate HF vibrational levels up to nine, with five and six being most probable. The distribution of product HF vibrational states is, of course, a nonthermal distribution and the resultant population inversion gives rise to the lasing process. The main source of power loss of the HF laser is due to collisional deactivation of the upper vibrational levels. For this reason there has been much recent interest in the experimental and theoretical study of the rates of these collisional relaxation processes. The experimental work on HF relaxation is described in Refs. 15 and 22-24. In the present paper, V-V energy transfer is studied for the reaction HF(v= 1) + HF(v= 1)-HF(v= 2) + HF(v= 0)
and for its deuterium analog. The V-V cross sections and rate constants are calculated using quasiclassical trajectories and a cross-correlation method of analysis. In this analysis method, correlations in the changes in vibrational state of the two molecules are related to quantum mechanical probabilities. The method is similar in spirit to the moment method of analysis. 25 • 26 A justification for relating quasiclassical averages to quantum mechanical probabilities has been given 27 using semiclassical arguments.
In Sec. II the intermolecular potential in the HF-HF system is discussed. Section III gives a few details for the quasiclassical trajectories and the method used here for calculating vibrational action-angle variables is described. The cross-correlation method of analysis employed in the present work is presented in Sec. IV, the results of our calculations of V-V energy transfer are given in Sec. V, and a summary is given in Sec. VI. The Appendix gives details of one of the two potential energy surfaces employed here.
II. INTERMOLECULAR POTENTIAL FOR THE HF-HF SYSTEM
Except where otherwise stated, the potential energy surface we have used is an analytical fit by Poulsen et al. 19 to an ab initio SCF surface of Yarkony et al. 28 plus a correction 19 for dispersion terms. The fit is based on atom -atom interactions plus the dipole-dipole term.
(An alternative ne 9 to the SCF surface based on an expansion in Legendre polynomials with no vibrational dependence of the short range repulsions is less suitable for our purposes, for integrating the classical equations of motion.) The dispersion term was taken 19 as -C 8 /R 6 with C 6 =46. 5x1o-80 ergcm 6 .
We also investigated an alternative, more approximate, surface based on a Stockmayer potential. 30 We used the surface of Ref. 31 for a pair of rigid rotors, but with a dependence of the dipole-dipole term on vibrational distances. 32 The details of the surface, including the method of obtaining the parameters, are given in the Appendix. 
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(large dots), the fit of Poulsen et al. 19 to SCF data (curve of small dots), the curve of Poulsen et al. 19 with addition of the spherically symmetric dispersion term (solid curve), the Stockmeyer potential (dashed curve), and the potential of Wilkins 15 (long dashshort dashed curve). The molecules are in the attractive collinear arrangement with dipoles parallel. Equation (A. 2) describes the angles of orientation.
One notable difference between these two surfaces is in the depth of the well in the attractive configuration (6. 9 We conclude this section with a description of the potential energy surface of Wilkins. 15 Wilkins has used an atom-atom LEPS (London-Eyring-Polanyi-Sato) potential energy surface to describe the short-range interactions in HF-HF. The atom-atom LEPS parameters are those derived from previous work on three-body interactions involving hydrogen and fluorine atoms. The long-range Coulombic interactions are described by placing a fractional point charge on each atom. Plots of cuts of each potential energy surface discussed here are given in Figs. 1-4 . The orientation angles y 1 , Yz., and lj! are described by Eq. (A2). A distinctive feature seen in Fig. 1 is the shallowness of the attractive well predicted by the surface in Ref. 15 (2. 7kcalmol" 
Ill. SELECTION OF INITIAL CONDITIONS AND OUASICLASSICAL TRAJECTORIES
The initial conditions for our quasiclassical trajectories were chosen using the Monte Carlo technique. 33 The rotational angular momentum of each molecule and the initial relative velocity are chosen at random from the appropriate Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions at a given temperature. 3 The "angle" variables that are conjugate to the classical "action" variables and which specify relative orientations, rotational phases, and 0 (.) .:.:; vibrational phases are chosen as random numbers from uniform distributions lying between 0 and 1. 36 The method used here for selection of all initial conditions, with the exception of those associated with the vibrations and the impact parameter, is the same as that explained in detail elsewhere. 3 
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The problem of assigning action-angle variables for the vibrational motion merits further consideration. Porter, Raff, and Miller have considered the problem of a rotating-vibrating Morse oscillator. 37 Because of the coupling between the rotation and vibration, one cannot obtain an analytical solution for the vibrational action-angle variables. Porter et al. 37 expanded the r" 2 term that appears in the classical Hamiltonian in a Taylor's series about r= r 6 , where r 8 is the equilibrium internuclear separation. By truncating their expansion after three terms, they obtained expressions that could be solved analytically for the action-angle variables. Expressions were then obtained for calculating the vibrational action, angle, turning points, and radial probability density function. These expressions were easy to evaluate and use. Of course, because they are based on a truncated expansion, the formulas obtained are only approximate and caution is needed in their use. The-approximation becomes better the smaller the amplitude r-r 8 • In using the method of Porter et al. 37 care is needed in selecting the initial conditions such that r"' r 8 • (To obtain the proper distribution of oscillator separations one appropriately adjusts R, the initial intermolecular separation. ) Also, as noted in Ref . 37 , the approximation becomes worse as the rotational energy becomes greater, due to increased centrifugal distortion. While the method of Ref. 37 is very useful for the system where a lesser degree of accuracy in handling the vibrations can be tolerated, for many systems the average amount of vibrational energy change due to collisions is as small as the error incurred by the truncation. (An example of a small probability is that of collisional deactivation of vibrationally excited •see Sec. III.
"Reference 39.
HCl by ground state HCl, found experimentally to be 38 1. 27 x 10"
4 .) The numerical procedure involves an iterative solution of the usual semiclassical quantization condition for a vibrational motion. No approximation involving neglect of vibration-rotation coupling was made (either here or in Ref. 37 ).
In Table I we present a comparison of typical trajectory results for the final vibrational quantum number using the numerical method used here (column 3) and the approximate method of Ref. 37 (column 4) . It is readily seen that the approximate method gives good results, typically affording at least four figures of accuracy. For the HF -HF system, where transition probabilities are rather large, this degree of accuracy is sufficient. Also, for other applications of classical trajectories such as three-body reactive scattering calculations where fioal vibrational states can be distributed over a wide range, the approximate formulas of Ref. 37 provide quite adequate accuracy and are easier to use than the numerical method. However, in making our four-body trajectory program as general as possible, we have used the more accurate numerical evaluation of the vibrational action-angle variables to enable us to study other systems where changes in vibrational quantum number are very small. 38 The added computational time in the numerical method is negligible.
Another, more approximate method of calculating the initial and final vibrational quantum numbers has been given by Muckerman Table  I we compare typical vibrational quantum numbers calculated using the method of Ref. 39 (column 5) and the other two methods described above.
Analysis of the results of the three methods illustrated in Table I shows that the root mean squared (rms) deviation of the method of Porter et al. 31 from the numerically exact method of this Appendix is 5x10" 5 , while the rms deviation of the more approximate formulas 39 is 4 x 10· The impact parameter was selected by Monte Carlo sampling using a stratified sampling technique.
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In this stratified sampling technique, one samples more extensively from the impact parameters which contribute most to the inelastic cross section for energy exchange.U One also can do the sampling by another technique (importance sampling 33 ) as in Ref. 42 . In general, it was necessary in the present case to consider impact parameters of 6 to 8 A before contributions to the inelastic cross section became negligible.
The initial separation between the centers of mass of the two molecules (R) was 10 A for each trajectory.
This R was large enough to ensure a negligible interaction at the beginning of each trajectory (-0. 1k 8 T).
After the initial conditions for a trajectory were selected in the above coordinates, they were converted to nine Cartesian coordinates and their nine conjugate momenta, 36 namely, to the three relative coordinates for each molecule and three relative coordinates for the separation of the centers of mass of the two molecules. The classical trajectory was computed by numerically integrating the 18 Hamilton equations of motion. For the integration of the collision trajectory and the integration required in evaluating the vibrational action-angle variables the subroutine DERoor 43 was used. The trajectory was integrated until the final separation of collision partners was again 10 A.
The trajectory calculations were performed on a CDC-175 computer. On the average, each trajectory required 45 s computation time.
IV. CALCULATION OF FINAL STATES, CROSS SECTIONS, AND RATE CONSTANTS A. Method for determining final vibrational states
The final rotational angular momentum and energy of each molecule and relative velocity of the collision partners are readily calculated from the final Cartesian coordinates of the trajectory. The final action-angle variables can be obtained via the transformations in Ref. 36 for all of the degrees of freedom except the vibrations, and the latter are treated as follows:
The final classical vibrational quantum number is, in general, not an integer. From each molecule's final total energy and angular momentum, its final vibrational state can be calculated by a numerical integration over one cycle of the motion (i.e. , the usual semiclassical specification of vibrational state). In calculating the rate constants for vibrational energy transfer we introduce a cross-correlation method of analysis. We then assume that the quasiclassical and quantum mechanical moments, 25 • 26 and the cross correlations of the distribution of final averages of internal energies, quantum numbers, etc., are equal. We then relate the correlation in changes of vibrational state of each molecule to probabilities and rate constants.
One can formally write an expression for the quantum mechanical expectation value of the following cross correlation between the change in vibrational state of molecules 1 and 2 for a given value of the orbital angular momentum and the relative velocity:
where Pki,IJ is the probability for the vibrational transitions i-k and j -1 of molecules 1 and 2, respectively. Both terms P 20 ,tt and P 02 , 11 contribute to V-V vibrational change of molecule 1, the probability of which is denoted Py_y. Multiquantum transitions have been neglected in writing Eq. The above probabilities depend on the impact parameter b via a dependence on the orbital angular momentum and on the initial relative velocity VII..
On making the assumption that the quantum mechanical expectation values equal those determined from a quasiclassical trajectory calculation, 25 • 27 one obtains (4. 5) and (4. 6) where the subscript qa denotes "quasiclassical average." The band VR above indicate that these probabilities are for a given impact parameter and relative velocity, respectively.
The theoretical V-V cross section is found by inte~ grating over impact parameters
The impact parameter integral is evaluated using the Monte Carlo stratified sampling tech~que. 33 • 40 • 41 The theoretical V-V rate constant is related to the cross section as (4. 8) The (4. 8) and (4. 9) is necessary to account for the indistinguishability of the two molecules. The V-R, T rate constant for this set of collision partners is 4. 8 x 10 10 cc mor 1 s" 1 , with standard error of 7. 2 x 10 10 cc mol" 1 s" 1 • Although the standard error for the V -RT rate constant is large, it appears that the V-R, T process is at least 100 times slower than the V-V.
The theoretical V-V rate constant can be compared with an experimental one determined by Cohen and Bott 44 using a laser-induced fluorescence technique. They found the value to be 10. 5 x 10 12 cc mor 1 s" 1 at 300 K, while our theoretical rate constant is 9 x 10 12 cc mol" 1 s· 1 • The agreement is remarkably close, noting that no adjustable parameters have been used.
B. Correlation coefficients of energy disposal
To illustrate further that in the present study the V-V energy transfer really dominates the collision, we look at the correlation coefficient for the change in vibrational state of one molecule and the change in the other. An estimate of the population correlation coefficient between two variables, say x andy, is given by In Table II the correlation coefficient is given for transfer of vibrational quanta (really, of classical action v) from one molecule to the other. For a pure V-V process, r for correlation between t..vt and t..v 2 would be -1. From Table II one sees that our trajectory data yield r=-0. 9957 for the V-V process. From the data in Table II one can also look for evidence of V-R, Tenergy transfer in this system. One sees that there is essentially no linear correlation between the change in vibrational quantum number (vto the vibrational action variable) of one molecule and the change in the rotational quantum number (Jt> rotational action variable) of the same molecule, or in the change in approximate rotational energy of the same molecule (proportional to JD, or in the change in rotational quantum number (J 2 ) of the other molecule, or in the change in approximate rotational energy of the other molecule (proportional to J~).
Thus, one concludes that for this HF(1) + HF(1) system, neither intermolecular nor collision-induced intramolecular vibration-to-rotation energy transfer are important. There is, however, an appreciable correlation between the change in rotational quantum number of one molecule and the change of rotational quantum number of the other (4Jt vs 4<1 2 ), reflecting some tendency to a statistical distribution among the R and T coordinates. A similar correlation is seen in the "rotational energy" changes of each molecule [t..(Ji) vs t..(J~)]. Finally, the change in total rotational energy (proportional to JI + Jn is seen to have a strong linear, negative correlation with the change in translational energy (Etrans) of relative motion, a result which also follows from the t..vt -t.v 2 correlation.
In summary, using the potential energy surface of Poulsen et al. , ts our theoretical V-V rate constant is found to agree closely with the experimental value. The vibrational relaxation for an individual molecule occurs almost exclusively via the V-V mechanism. The rotational relaxation is primarily due to a R-R, T process.
As discussed in Sec. II of this paper, this potential energy surface for the HF -HF system has an attractive well of approximately 6. 9 kcal mor 1 • One would predict the formation of long-lived, quasibound complexes, i.e., trajectories in which orbiting occurs. In our trajectory program we recorded the number of times that the product R · (dR/dt) changes sign. For a simple collision, where the two molecules approach, reach some minimum distance, and then separate, this function changes sign once. If N. 1 •• is the number of times that R · (dR/ dt) changes sign for a given trajectory, then (N 81 ••-1)/2 is taken to be the number of repeated encounters for that trajectory. We shall call this encounter a multiple collision.
We find that for the system studied here multiple collisions occur in 30% of the trajectories. However, the trajectories that have multiple collisions accounted for 60% of the V-V rate constant. The trajectories that exhibit these multiple collisions are thereby computed to be about a factor of 3. 5 more efficient in transferring vibrational energy. [The relative efficiency of the multiple collision trajectories is (0. 6/0. 3) x (1-0. 3)/ (1 -0. 6), i.e., 3. 5 .] This behavior is not surprising: Each encounter in the multiple collision is able to contribute to vibrational energy transfer. The average number of encounters within a multiple collision was five, but sometimes was as great as 100.
C. HF(V=1)+HF(V=1) system using harmonic oscillator vibrational potentials
In the preceding calculation a Morse oscillator potential was used for the vibrational potential of each molecule. However, harmonic oscillator potentials are frequently used in collision problems. To investigate the effect of the anharmonicity on the above V-V rate constant a comparison with harmonic oscillator results is given. In the absence of rotations, the V-V process of Reaction (1. 3) is exactly resonant for the case of a harmonic potential but not for a Morse potential, i.e., the total vibrational energy of the reactants equals that of the products in the harmonic case. For the Morse oscillator potential there is an energy mismatch and the process is off resonance due to this vibrational anharmonicity.
On repeating the above calculation for Reaction (1. 3) but using a harmonic oscillator vibrational potential (obtained from the quadratic term of a series expansion of the Morse potential), the V-V rate constant was calculated to be 9. 4 x 10t 3 cc mort s· 1 (standard error 1. 2 x 10 13 cc mort s·t ). This rate constant can be compared with 9. 0 x 10t 2 cc mort s·t, the rate constant calculated for the Morse oscillator case. Thus, classical resonance of the V-V process has yielded a rate constant 10 times higher for the harmonic oscillator case over the anharmonic one.
In the harmonic oscillator case the V-R, T rate constant was again found to be negligibly small.
D. HF(v= 1) + HF(v= 1) system using the Stockmayer intermolecular potential
Following the same procedure as before, but using the Stockmayer potential described in the Appendix, the rate constant for V-V energy transfer was calculated to be 2. 1 x 10 12 cc mor 1 s" 1 (standard error 3 x 10 11 cc mor 1 s" 1 ). This rate constant is compared with the value of 9. 0 x 10 12 cc mor 2 s· 1 calculated above using the surface in Sec. II. 19 We have noted earlier that the difference in the two calculations is in the form of the intermolecular potential, such that the well depth was substantially smaller (3. 9 vs 6. 9 kcalmor 1 ) for the surface in the Appendix. One would thus expect fewer multiple-collision trajectories in the case of the Stockmayer potential, an expectation confirmed by the present calculations: Multiple collisions were found to occur in only 9~ of the trajectories using the modified Stockmayer potential, compared to 30~ in the case of the surface in Sec. II. 19 As noted earlier, the multiple collisions contributed very significantly to the V-V cross section for the surface in Sec. II.
One reason for the rate constant obtained with the Stockmayer potential being a factor of 4 times less than the one calculated using the surface in Sec. II is the sparsity of multiple collisions. However, the difference in multiple collisions (associated with the attractive portion of the intermolecular potential) does not account for all of the factor of 4. We calculated the contribution to the V-V rate constant of the trajectories that are not multiple-collision type to be 1. 9 x 10 12 and 3. 6 x 10 12 cc mor 1 s" 1 for the modified Stockmayer and Sec. II surfaces, respectively. (Recall that the rate constants including all trajectories were 2.1x10 12 and 9.0xl0 12 cc mor 1 s" 1 , respectively. ) The fact that even when the multiple-collision trajectories are excluded the V-V rate constant is still roughly a factor of 2 smaller for the Stockmayer case may be due to differences in the short-range repulsive terms in the potentials: The short-range repulsive part of the Sec. II surface depended on the vibrational coordinates while that based on the simpler Stockmayer did not, and so only the former could contribute to vibrational energy transfer.
E. DF(v= 1) + DF(v= 1) system
We have also studied vibration-to-vibration energy transfer for the reaction DF(v= 1) +DF(v= 1)-DF(v= 2) +DF(v=O) (5. 2) at 300 K. The intermolecular potential in Sec. 11 19 was used, but with the Morse oscillator intramolecular vibrational potential determined from spectroscopic measurements45 as before. The same methods as for the HF-HF case were used for sampling initial conditions, integrating trajectories, and determining cross sections and rate constants. For the DF-DF reaction in Reaction (5. 2) the V-V rate constant was calculated to be 1. 7 x 10 13 cc mor 1 s" 1 (standard error 2. 5 x 10 12 cc mor 1 s" 1 ). This result compares well with the experimental value of Bott 46 1. 9 x 10 13 cc mor 1 s" 1 at 295 K.
As one would expect, the dynamics of the V-V trans- fer in DF -DF are very similar to that in the HF -HF case. Again, multiple collisions contributed substantially to the V-V rate constant. Multiple collisions were observed in 37% of the trajectories and accounted for 70% of the V-V rate constant.
In Table III the calculated correlation coefficients are listed for changes in dynamical variables in the DF-DF system. These correlation coefficients are seen to be very similar to those calculated for the HF -HF case (Table II) . There is again a strong negative correlation between the change in vibrational state of one molecule and the change in vibrational state of the other. As in the HF -HF system, there is no evidence for either a collision-induced intramolecular or an intermolecular vibration-to-rotation energy transfer mechanism under these conditions.
F. Comparisons with other work
Some of the findings in this section can be compared to those of Wilkins, 15 who studied vibrational relaxation in HF systems using the quasiclassical trajectory approach.
The present calculations differ in many aspects from those of Ref. 15 , e. g., in the potential energy surface used.-A major difference between the LEPS surface 15 and that of Sec. II 19 lies in the well depth of 2. 7 kcal mor 1 compared to 6. 9 kcal mol" 1 . It is not surprising that Wilkins' trajectory study indicates that multiple collisions do not occur for the typical HF -HF collisions at 300 K, 15 in contrast to our findings using the potential energy surface in Sec. II. 19
Other differences were in the initial conditions for the trajectories, namely, in the initial separation of the centers of mass of the two molecules (8 A in Ref. 15 vs 10 A here) and in the maximum impact parameter considered (2. 5 A vs 6-8 A here). Another difference was in the method of determining the V-V probability from the trajectory data. We have used the cross-correlation analysis method (hereafter denoted "method I"). In Ref.
15 the method used was one sometimes employed in quasiclassical studies (hereafter denoted "method II").
In this method II, one calculates a quantity such as 8 .
-
where N is the total number of trajectories, the n-indicates that one sums only the trajectories that have lost vibrational energy, and AEj is the change in vibrational energy of the ith trajectory that has lost vibrational energy [the vibrational energy is calculated using Eqs. The cross section and rate constant are then calculated using Eqs. (4. 7) and (4. 8), respectively.
As a means of comparing method I with method II, in Table IV the V-V rate constants for the four systems discussed earlier in this section were calculated using both methods. (In each case the same trajectory data were used for the two methods.) It is quite evident from Table IV that use of method II yields a much larger V-V rate constant than does the cross-correlation method. Method II has previously been seen 47 to give substantially higher probabilities when compared with exact quantum mechanical results. A semiclassical justification has been given 27 only for method I: The moments used in our method I are analytic functions and are included in the class of operators whose expectation values have been equated quasiclassically and quantum mechanically via semiclassical arguments 27 but the expec-' tation value calculated for method II [Eq. (5. 3)] is not based on an analytic function. The semiclassical arguments used to relate the quasiclassical and quantum mechanical moments cannot be applied to this operator or to method II.
In summary, in comparing Wilkins' 15 calculated rate constant of 9 x 10 12 cc mor 1 s-1 there are two major differences compared with the present calculations, one of which (the potential energy surface) leads to reduced rate constants and the other (the method of calculating cross sections) which leads to enhanced values. The resulting agreement between the two calculations, due to cancelation, is thereby accidental.
VI. SUMMARY
In the present study of vibrational energy transfer, a quasiclassical cross-correlation has been used to relate the correlation in changes in vibrational state of each molecule calculated via quasiclassical trajectories to probabilities and thereby to rate constants for V-V and V -R, T energy transfer.
Using the potential energy surface in Sec. II, 19 the V-V rate constant was calculated for Reaction (1. 3), yielding a theoretical rate constant which agreed well with experiment with no adjustable parameters. Multiple collisions were found to contribute substantially to the V-V cross section. The V -R, T mechanism was found to be unimportant for this surface.
When a harmonic oscillator potential was used in place of the Morse potential in our study of Reaction (1. 3), the rate constant was found to increase by a factor of 10. This increase is due to the fact that Reaction (1. 3) is more nearly resonant for a harmonic oscillator potential than for the Morse potential case.
It was also found in this study that the calculated rate constant for Reaction (1. 3) was about a factor of 4 smaller when using the Stockmayer potential of the Appendix, a potential which had (i) a shallower potential well and thereby fewer multiple collisions and (ii) had no vibrational coordinate short-range contribution.
The V-V rate constant calculated for the analogous DF reaction (5. 2) was also in good agreement with experiment.
A comparison was made of calculated rate constants using the present cross-correlation method vs using one common (but not justified) quasiclassical one. The two methods showed a large disagreement, with the usual quasiclassical method consistently yielding rate constants from 2. 5 to 17 times larger. This finding is in accord with the results of Muckerman et al. 47 In Ref. 47 , method II was found to give transition probabilities that were consistently too high when compared with numerically exact quantum mechanics. where the subscript eq denotes values at the equilibrium bond length.
All of constants needed for this potential energy surface are readily obtainable from experimental measurements and are listed in Table V , with the exception of the Stockmayer parameters ~ and a. Stockmayer parameters can be determined from experimental studies of the temperature dependence of the molecule's bulk viscosity 48 and have been tabulated for many molecules. 30 • 48 However, such Stockmayer parameters are not found for HF. One cannot fit reasonable Stockmayer parameters to HF viscosity data 49 according to the prescription given in Ref. 48 . The following alternate method to estimate E and a has been used.
As discussed by Turfa, 31 some workers 50 -52 have taken where a is a bulk polarizability. While these two coefficients are not equal, they are used to describe the same effect, and so are expected to be somewhat similar. Indeed, the plot of lnEa 6 vs ln[3I(a) 2 /16] shown in Fig. 5 for the other hydrogen halides and the rare gases that are isoelectronic with them is strikingly linear. Using the experimental value of 3I(aY/16 for HF and the data from the plot in Fig. 5 , from a linear least-squares analysis we estimate that, for HF, An independent estimate of either ~ or a to solve for the two unknowns is needed and was obtained as follows:
Dyke, Howard, and Klemperer 53 have determined the F -F distance in the HF -HF dimer to be 2. 79 ± 0. 05 A, with one HF bent 60°-70° from the F-F axis. The dimerization energy has been experimentally determined54•55 to be 6. 0 ± 1. 5 kcal mol-1 • Although the simple form that we are using for the potential cannot predict the nonlinear structure of the dimer, it does allow for an attractive well in the linear arrangement. We chose E/k so as to yield the correct dimer F-F bond distance (2. 79 A). For ~lk= 74 K and a= 3. 05 A, the resulting well depth of our potential was 3. 91 kcal mol-1 . We have used these values for ~/k and a in our calculation. However, this well depth is too small by 0. 6 to 3. 6 kcalmol-
